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If you require further advice or more information on INTU blinds please call 01444 470151 or email help@365blindsdirect.com

Perfect Fit         Pleated and Venetian Measuring, Assembly & Fitting Instructions

Step 1.
Before you begin, ensure there is a clearance of 6mm all around the 
outside of your window beading to allow enough room for the Perfect Fit 
(Fig.1).

Step 2. Measure glass size
Measure the width and the drop of your glass size accurately with a 
digital measuring tape (P9480). We recommend that you measure in 
both corners and the middle of your window and use the smallest size 
taken (Fig. 2 & 3).

Step 3. Measure window depth
Measure the depth of the window (Fig. 4) using thedepth gauge 
(P9481). This gives you the measurement from the face of the window 
frame to the glass (this is normally 20mm/24mm) and will determine 
the size of the window fixing brackets to be used.

Measuring Instructions
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To assemble your Perfect Fit blind, there is a 
simple assembly procedure to follow before fitting 
may commence. Carefully unwrap the blind 
components. Unravel all guides and control cords. 
The blind will have the top and bottom parts of the 
frame attached together with cord.

Step 1. 
Lay out the blind face down on a clean, even 
surface.

Step 2.
Select the left hand frame component and guide 
onto the exposed arm of the bottom left corner 
joint. 

Step 3. 
Slide the frame along the arm until secure. 
Repeat the process on the top left hand corner 
joint.

Now follow the same procedure for the right hand 
side of the frame. Once the frame is complete 
tighten the securing screws attached to each 
corner joint. 

Step 4. 
Your Perfect Fit blind is now ready to be fitted.

How to assemble your Perfect Fit blind
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Apply lubricant in the form of washing up liquid 
to the flat base of the window fixing bracket prior 
to insertion of the bracket between window and 
rubber seal.

Step 5. 
For the correct spacing distance of the brackets 
(85mm), place the credit card into a corner of the 
window.

Step 6. 
Line up the window fixing bracket at the base 
of the card (or top of the card depending upon 
which corner of the window you are working) and 
fit the bracket by pushing it between the glass 
and the rubber seal on the window. 

Step 7. 
Using the credit card guarantees a perfect line 
up for each of the holes in your frame with each 
of the brackets

Step 8. 
Fit any intermediate brackets accordingly. Clean 
excess lubricant from window surface prior to 
fixing frame to brackets.

Step 9. 
Take the Perfect Fit frame and offer the left hand 
side to the left hand brackets. Align the frame 
holes with the bracket lugs. Click into place. 
Repeat this process for the right hand side. Now 
the Perfect Fit frame is locked in postion.

To remove the frame use a flat headed
screwdriver and depress the bracket lugs
while gently easing out the frame.

How to fit your Perfect Fit blind using the window fixing brackets


